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The 'Brown Shirts' Of History Became
'Blue Shirts' As Feds Set Up Another
False Flag To Terrorize Americans -
Documented Proof They'll Slaughter

People To Help Them Accomplish
Political Goals
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By Stefan Stanford - All News Pipeline - Live Free
Or Die

"No matter how paranoid or conspiracy minded
you are, what the Government is doing is worse
than you imagine" - William Blum (Former U.S.
State Dept. employee)

While terrorist-in-chief joe biden was busy on
Saturday at Howard University in Washington DC
giving their commencement address and labeling
Conservatives as 'the most dangerous terror threat'
that America faces, just across town, a group of
white men that the propaganda media have labeled
as being 'white supremacists' marched toward the
US Capitol, complete with matching khakis and blue
jackets and shirts, all of them wearing matching
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white masks, with a complete police escort the
entire way, a gathering this Gateway Pundit story
perfectly labeled as 'Feds On Parade.' 

With that gathering of 150-200 members of a group
which calls itself 'Patriot Front' being filmed by what
appears to be well organized folks on dollies using
fancy rolling cameras, gaffers and key grips, we'll
remind you that one of the definitions for 'a front'
is 'a fake' or 'an image of something or someone
that is not a true representation of reality,' such
as the 'front company' detailed in this April 3rd of
2023 Japan Times story titled "A front company and
a fake identity: How the U.S. came to use spyware it
was trying to kill."

With that Japan Times story reporting "the secret
contract was finalized Nov. 8, 2021, a deal between
a company that has acted as a front for the
United States government and the American
affiliate of a notorious Israeli hacking firm" giving us
absolute, 100% proof that the biden's US govt does
indeed use 'front companies,' as well as irrefutable
proof that they'll lie to the American people through
their teeth about it, the so-called 'Patriot Group' that
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the communist media in America has labeled 'a
dangerous hate group' for carrying flags spouting
'dangerous ideas' such as 'Reclaim America' had
absolutely amazing timing, marching through DC at
the very same time biden was talking about 'white
supremacists' being 'America's biggest terrorist
threat.'

And with another 'odd fact' about that 'march' being
the fact that nobody on the left, in hard-left
Washington DC, ever confronts them in the overtly
violent way leftwingers nearly ALWAYS react to
'MAGA hats,' numerous commenters on this twitter
post about the 'march' called it like they saw it, with
one commenter mentioning "That's a lot of Feds"
while another commenter tweeted "Feds 100%"
while another commenter pointed out "Feds
moonlighting on a Saturday" while another
commenter brought up "Our side doesn't cover
their faces or wear matching outfits," yet another
commenter summed up our thoughts perfectly:

"If you think the federal government spent a lot
on cellphones for illegals this week, you’ll be
shocked at what they spent on khakis, t-shirts
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and Nazi flair. And, on overtime wages!"

And with another commenter pointing out that these
'marchers' are most likely Feds setting up a huge
false flag to be blamed on the same 'white
supremacists' that biden was busy demonizing only
miles away, and on the very same day, another used
only the photograph below to prove his/her point
perfectly.

With a number of different ANP readers in several
ANP story comment sections pointing out the exact
same thing that those twitter commenters had
pointed out, such as Johnny Shaffer and El Gato
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Blanco who also summed up our thoughts perfectly
in stating "I wouldn't shed a tear if all those fake
patriot front guys got smoked. The pathetic thing is
they're apparently mostly Whites and yet
working towards the destruction of their own
people. They're probably all homos," it's quite
obvious to most (at least to those who are paying
attention) that 'something just isn't right about Patriot
Front,' with one commenter on this Gateway Pundit
story about 'Feds On Parade' bringing up the
interesting point below.: 

"Soooo...the "Brown shirts" of history has
changed to "Blue shirts"... It is only
"coincidence" that they are wearing deep blue
Democrat colors."

And with that previously mentioned Japan Times
story giving us absolute and irrefutable proof that
the United States government does indeed use
'front groups' and 'front businesses' to do their
dirty work, hoping they can get away with
committing crimes that couldn't be blamed upon the
'govt' because they insanely look upon themselves
as 'untouchables,' let's flash back a moment if you
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will to 1962 and a story proven in history that that
gives us 'absolute and irrefutable' proof that the US
government is MORE THAN HAPPY to CARRY
OUT ACTS OF TERRORISM upon Americans,
hence the reason while I'll continue to call OUR
GOVERNMENT a TERRORIST GROUP, because
we have 100% proof that they'll happily kill and
terrorize Americans to get away with murder. From
Wikipedia.:

Operation Northwoods was a proposed false flag
operation against American citizens that
originated within the US Department of Defense
of the United States government in 1962. The
proposals called for CIA operatives to both
stage and commit acts of violent terrorism
against American military and civilian targets,
blaming them on the Cuban government, and
using it to justify a war against Cuba. 

The possibilities detailed in the document
included the remote control of civilian aircraft
which would be secretly repainted as US Air
Force planes, a fabricated 'shoot down' of a US
Air Force fighter aircraft off the coast of Cuba,
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the possible assassination of Cuban immigrants,
sinking boats of Cuban refugees on the high
seas, blowing up a U.S. ship, and orchestrating
terrorism in U.S. cities. The proposals were
rejected by President John F. Kennedy. 

The operation proposed creating public support
for a war against Cuba by blaming it for terrorist
acts that would actually be perpetrated by the
U.S. government. To this end, Operation
Northwoods proposals recommended hijackings
and bombings followed by the introduction of
phony evidence that would implicate the Cuban
government. It stated: 

The desired result from the execution of this
plan would be to place the United States in the
apparent position of suffering defensible grievances
from a rash and irresponsible government of Cuba
and to develop an international image of a Cuban
threat to peace in the Western Hemisphere. 

Several other proposals were included within
Operation Northwoods, including real or simulated
actions against various U.S. military and civilian
targets. The operation recommended developing
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a "Communist Cuban terror campaign in the
Miami area, in other Florida cities and even in
Washington", which involved the bombing of
civilian targets, which was to be blamed on the
Cuban government to paint a false image of
Fidel Castro and misinform the American
public. 

And with President John F. Kennedy REJECTING
those proposals, do you think that's the reason the
DOD had the CIA assassinate him within a year
after he shot down the proposals for our own
government to TERRORIZE the American
people, blaming that TERROR upon others? And
with biden and his cabal continuously babbling on
about 'misinformation,' it's quite interesting that they
themselves were going to MISINFORM the
American public! United States government
TERRORISTS is the perfect name and description
of these psychopathic devils!

And now after all of these years, the government
itself has become a bunch of America-hating
commies themselves, not only carrying out terrorist
acts upon the American people but outright
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genocide as well. The interesting thread below was
posted by an American here and speaks truth that
must be told. 

As an American I Now Believe the Greatest
Force of Evil in the World Today is my own
Government.

It is sad to reach that conclusion. 

The American Government is against basic human
freedoms.

It is against Free Speech 

- the Right to Bear Arms 

- the Right to Pursue Happiness 

- the Right to Assemble

- the Right to have government based on honest
elections 

- the belief in Free Markets 

- working hard, saving, investing and taking care of
your family. 

It is an evil tyranny against mankind.

(ANP EMERGENCY FUNDRAISER: Due to
ongoing censorship by 'big tech' upon ANP
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articles, we're running an emergency fundraising
drive. We also want to thank everybody who has
donated to ANP over the years. With donations
and ad revenue all that keep ANP online, if
you're able, please consider donating to ANP to
help keep us in this fight for America's future at this
absolutely critical time in US history. During a
time of systematic, 'big tech' censorship and
widespread institutional corruption, truth-
seeking media and alternative views are crucial,
and EVERY little bit helps more than you could
know!)     

So with Operation Northwoods giving the American
people 100% proof that the US government is
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more than happy to launch terrorist attacks
against Americans, blaming that terror upon
'others,' if it helps them to accomplish their
political goals, and the 'horrible white
supremacists' called 'Patriot Front' marching on
Washington DC on the very same day, at nearly the
very same time, that joe biden was talking to a
majority black college about how 'horrifying' white
supremacists are, hinting that we're watching
another 'false flag' being set up before our very
eyes, the American people should continue arming
themselves heavily with even former Democrat
Congressional Rep. and US Military Veteran Tulsi
Gabbard warning we're watching a tyranny unfolding
before our eyes.

And while we hope that the 2nd Amendment is
NEVER needed in America to prevent a brutal
tyranny from unfolding here, who'd prefer to see
innocent Americans continue to be slaughtered by a
government that's completely out of control, doing
what tyrannical government's do best, terrorizing
and murdering their own people, instead of doing
what they're supposed to be doing, serving us? 
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While both of the first two videos below take long
looks at Operation Northwoods and the US
government plan to carry out acts of terror upon the
American people, acts of terror that were shot down
by President John F. Kennedy, the final video below
takes a look at the fact that the CIA then murdered
America's president, giving the American people a
reason to NEVER TRUST GOVERNMENT again,
with absolute and stunning proof they're a bunch
of terrorists who'll even MURDER America's
sitting president if he doesn't do what he's been
told. No wonder pathetic little joe bends over for
them regularly.

And as always, the comment section below is wide
open for your comments. Do you think that those
people who were marching through the streets were
'Feds on parade' like this Gateway Pundit story
labels them, or are they just 'patriots' who've
decided to still wear masks like good little pandemic
slaves? As another commenter had mentioned, it's
likely that not all of them are feds, but you can
guarantee that the feds are running the show. And
after reading and hearing about Operation
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Northwoods in the videos below, do you think that
the govt would REALLY go back to carrying out
acts of terror upon Americans, blaming those
acts of terror upon others, after John F. Kennedy
shot those plans down? It's way past time to
permanently eliminate the alphabet soup agencies
all across America. 

EMERGENCY ANP FUNDRAISER: With non-stop
censorship and 'big tech' attacks upon

independent media, donations from readers are
absolutely critical in keeping All News Pipeline

online. So if you like stories like this, please
consider donating to ANP.

All donations are greatly appreciated and will
absolutely be used to keep us in this fight for the

future of America.
Thank you and God Bless. Susan and Stefan.

PLEASE HELP KEEP ANP ALIVE BY DONATING
USING ONE OF THE FOLLOWING METHODS.
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